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Abstract: Negative emotions are prevalent in the online depression community (ODC), which
potentially puts members at risk, according to the theory of emotional contagion. However, emotional
contagion in the ODC has not been confirmed. The generalized estimating equation (GEE) was used
to verify the extent of emotional contagion using data from 1548 sample users in China’s popular
ODC. During interaction, the emotional themes were analyzed according to language use. The
diurnal patterns of the interaction behaviors were also analyzed. We identified the susceptible groups
and analyzed their characteristics. The results confirmed the occurrence of emotional contagion in
ODC, that is, the extent to which the user’s emotion was affected by the received emotion. Our study
also found that when positive emotional contagion occurred, the replies contained more hopefulness,
and when negative emotional contagion occurred, the replies contained more hopelessness and fear.
Second, positive emotions were easier to spread, and people with higher activity in ODC were more
susceptible. In addition, nighttime was an active period for user interaction. The results can help
community managers and support groups take measures to promote the spread of positive emotions
and reduce the spread of negative emotions.

Keywords: emotional contagion; depression; online depression community; social media; text-mining

1. Introduction

Human emotions are strongly influenced by social interactions. Previous studies have
shown that happiness [1], depression [2], loneliness [3], and other emotions can spread in
social networks. Emotional contagion [4] is initially considered to occur between people
who are often in close contact, such as families [5] and roommates [6,7]. Emotions also
spread in face-to-face communication, such as during workplace interactions [6,8,9], and
even in experimental situations [10].

The emergence of social media platforms has changed the traditional ways of com-
munication. Personal emotions are expressed in texts that are posted online [11]. Various
recent contributions have advanced the hypothesis that emotions may be spread through-
out online social networks [12–21]. For example, a study found that after users update their
status with emotional content, their friends are significantly more likely to make a valence-
consistent post [22]. However, this study did not distinguish between emotional contagion
and homogeneity; that is, users like to make friends and communicate with people with
the same emotional state. To solve this problem, Kramer et al. [23] designed an experiment
by reducing the amount of emotional content (positive and negative) in the news feed on
Facebook and found that people produced fewer positive posts and more negative posts
when positive expressions were reduced and vice versa. However, manipulation of the
information that users see raises ethical concerns. In an empirical study [24], members
of mental health communities were shown to experience significant increases in anxiety,
anger, and negative emotions following reports of several celebrity suicides. In another
study, it was shown that rainfall directly influenced the emotional content of Facebook
users’ status messages and also affected the status messages of friends in other cities who
were not experiencing rainfall [14]. In short, most of the research on emotional contagion
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based on social media is realized by observing the emotional expression of users after they
see a status update with emotional content. Consequently, some studies compared the
spread of different emotions and found some evidence that on social media, people usually
share positive emotions more often than negative ones. However, anger is an exception [17].
Some studies show that posts containing anger are more likely to spread among several
users [25].

The functioning of social media platforms may even intensify the negative aspects of
outrage, such as harassment or potentially anger, instead of turning outrage into a force of
social progress [26]. An online community, as a form of social media, helps users establish
social networks, enhancing communication and mutual influence [27]. In recent years,
an increasing number of online health communities have formed where people with the
same diseases gather. Online health communities can increase opportunities for patients
to communicate with their peers [28], reduce the stigma of illness [29], and provide social
support that is not limited by space and time [30]. Therefore, it is generally believed
that online health communities have a positive impact on users [31–35]. Research on the
benefits of online health communities highlights psychosocial benefits, such as reduced
depression [33,35], anxiety [33,36], stress [33], and negative emotions [37,38]. While these
studies reveal the emotional changes of users, they do not consider the relationship between
emotional changes and interaction. Furthermore, most of these studies are not based on
mental health communities, such as the online depression community (ODC).

The prevalence of depression has been increasing every year of late. According to a
WHO report, depression affects more than 350 million people worldwide and is the leading
cause of disability [39]. Depressed individuals are reluctant to share their emotional states
with family and friends, but they are willing to share with their peers in ODCs, as they
may feel it is less risky to disclose their experiences online [40,41]. Negative emotion
is a primary characteristic of depressive individuals and is also common in ODCs [42].
The emotional contagion theory [43] suggests that prolonged interactions with depressed
individuals and their negative emotions can worsen the symptoms of depression [38]. In
ODCs, users frequently communicate with numerous other users [14]. However, emotional
contagion in interactions within ODCs has not been confirmed.

In the online community, users engage in text-based interactions, so when we study
emotional contagion in an online community, we should consider whether the emotional
content of communication among users will affect the emotion of receiving users. Con-
sidering the large amount of negative emotional content and emotional interaction in
ODCs, it is necessary to study emotional contagion in this community. This study aims to
verify the emotional contagion in ODC interactions. Based on the epidemic model, three
factors of the emotional transmission process are analyzed: themes of emotional interaction,
diurnal pattern of interaction, and characteristics of susceptible groups. The results provide
suggestions for the management of ODCs to provide better support for community users.

2. Methods
2.1. Data Collection

In this study, the ODC under consideration comprises a comment thread appearing on
Sina Weibo, which is one of the most popular social media platforms in China and is similar
to Twitter [44]. In 2012, a Sina Weibo user “zoufan” died by suicide related to depression
and posted a farewell posting. An increasing number of people suffering from depression
or depression symptoms tend to post comments under the farewell posting to disclose their
depression, express their feelings, and communicate with others. At present, over 1 million
comments have been posted under the farewell posting, and the number continues to
grow. Many studies have used this comment thread as an ODC to study depression-related
issues, because it has the largest concentration of people with depressive symptoms and
has more posts than other ODCs [45–47]. Moreover, as there is no speech restriction in this
ODC, members can express their feelings and thoughts freely, even including thoughts on
suicide. As a result, the community has numerous emotional posts, including negative
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emotions. Therefore, it provides a suitable data source for the study of emotional contagion.
We developed a Python program to automatically download postings.

These postings are published anonymously on an open and accessible platform.
Therefore, according to the ethical guidelines from Benton et al. [48], an ethical review was
not required in this study. In addition, to protect users’ anonymity, any information that
could be trace to users is hidden.

2.2. Data Selection

In order to verify the emotional contagion in ODC, we must first get the member’s
longitudinal emotional changes, which requires that the member must stay in the com-
munity for a certain period of time. Those users who only stay in the community for a
short period were not considered. Second, as emotional contagion is based on interaction,
those members who do not interact with others in the community were not included in this
study. We identified 1548 sample users for our study who were active in the community for
4 weeks or more and interacted with others at least once. Their original posts (n = 242,788)
and interactive posts (n = 67,987) with others were extracted. In addition, their gender
was retrieved.

2.3. Emotional Analysis

We built a text classifier to identify emotions in postings. Classification is modeled as
a supervised learning process in which a training dataset is required. The coding process
for the training dataset was done as follows. First, two psychology students coded the
10,000 postings (randomly selected from the 242,788 original postings and 67,987 interactive
posting) as positive, neutral, or negative. Second, where there is a disagreement, they
discussed each of the postings until an agreement was reached. Finally, a third researcher
who is also experienced in mental health coded 1000 postings randomly sampled from the
10,000 postings to compute the inter-rater reliability. All Kappas are >0.85.

We trained a text classifier using bidirectional encoder representations from transform-
ers (BERT), which is a new language representation model developed by Google in 2018
that obtains new state-of-the-art results on 11 natural language processing tasks [49]. The
accuracy of the trained classifier is 84.28%, and the F1 score is 83.54, which shows that the
classifier has a good performance.

Each posting after classification has an emotional label. To obtain the user’s emotional
state in a time period, we need to aggregate user postings to calculate the emotional value.
The emotional value EVit for user i in the epoch t is defined as follows:

EVit =
TPit − TNit

Tit

where TPit is the total number of positive postings published by user i in the epoch t. TNit
is the total number of negative posts published by user i in the epoch t. Tit is the total
number of posts published by user i in the epoch t. The closer a user’s EVit is to 1, the
more positive his or her emotion will be. On the contrary, the closer EVit is to −1, the more
negative the user’s emotion is.

The users’ received emotional value REVit from the received replies is calculated
as follows:

REVit =
TRPit − TRNit

TRit

where TRPit is the total number of received positive replies by user i in the epoch t. TRNit
is the total number of received negative replies by user i in the epoch t. TRit is the total
number of all replies received by user i in the epoch t. The closer a user’s REVit value is
to 1, the more positive the emotion the user receives. On the contrary, the closer a user’s
REVit value is to −1, the more negative the emotion the user receives.
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2.4. Longitudinal Changes

First, we wanted to understand the emotional change of these users during their par-
ticipation in the community. Therefore, we calculated and clustered the user’s longitudinal
emotional changes. Specifically, we divided the total time of user’s active engagement in
the community into three equal time spans: the early, middle, and late periods of partici-
pation. Then, the values of EVit in each period were calculated according to the method
mentioned in Section 2.3. Thus, we obtained the 1 × 3 vector of each user’s longitudinal
emotion change. Finally, we applied the classic k-means clustering algorithm to cluster
all the user’s longitudinal emotional changes. The optimal number of clusters from the
k-means clustering results was estimated using the R package NbClust [50].

2.5. Statistical Analysis of Emotional Contagion

After determining the emotional changes of users during their participation in the
community, we wanted to know whether these changes were affected by the interaction
with others in the community, that is, whether there is an emotional contagion. We
observed the emotional changes of users on a weekly basis and investigated whether their
emotions in the current week are affected by the emotions received in the current week. In
addition, considering the lag of the impact, the emotions received in the previous week
may also affect the users’ emotional expressions in the current week. Thus, we hypothesize
the following:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The emotions received by users in the current week have a positive impact on
the users’ emotional expressions in the current week.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The emotions received by users in the previous week have a positive impact on
the users’ emotional expressions in the current week.

Figure 1 shows the research model of our study. The user’s EVit (in the current week)
was calculated as the dependent variable. The user’s REVit (in the current week) and
REVit−1 (in the previous week) were calculated as independent variables. In addition, the
user’s EVit−1 (in the previous week) was included as the control variable to eliminate serial
correlation in the errors and to control the user’s intrinsic and stable emotional states. Then,
we obtained the temporal sequences of all variables for each user.
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Figure 1. Research model. Figure 1. Research model.

Generalized estimating equation (GEE) is a general statistical approach that facilitates
the analysis of data collected in longitudinal measures designs [51]. GEE has been popularly
applied in clinical trials and biomedical studies [52,53]. Some studies use GEE to verify the
spread of depression in real social networks [2]. Therefore, the models were estimated using
a GEE. An independent working correlation structure was assumed for the clusters [54].
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2.6. Elements of Emotional Contagion

Information and emotions spread in social networks similarly to pathogens [55]. Based
on the three elements of epidemic transmission [56]—infection sources, transmission routes,
and susceptible population—we divided the process of emotional contagion into three
elements—emotional interaction information, interactive behavior, and susceptible group—
and then analyzed these elements to promote positive emotional contagion and reduce
negative emotional contagion.

2.6.1. Emotional Interaction Information

After verifying the extent of the emotional contagion, we wanted to determine which
emotional themes and language use were more likely to cause emotional contagion. There-
fore, we calculated the difference of interactive information between the week when the
emotional contagion occurred and the week when the emotional contagion did not occur
by all sample users.

We extracted the replies in which positive emotional contagion occurred; in other
words, the response received by each user extracted when users REVit > 0 and EVit −
EVit−1 > 0. For comparison, we extracted the replies when positive emotional contagion
did not occur, that is, the replies received by each user extracted when users REVit > 0 and
EVit − EVit−1 < 0. All the replies were segmented, and the positive emotion words were
extracted from HowNet’s emotional dictionary [57]. Finally, the top 100 extracted emotion
words were classified and counted. After considering measures of widely recognized basic
emotions [58], we grouped the positive emotional words into (1) relaxed, (2) thankful,
(3) praise, (4) hopeful, (5) like, (6) happiness, and (7) respect.

Similarly, we extracted the response postings when negative emotional contagion
occurred (users REVit < 0 and users EVit − EVit−1 < 0) and did not occur (users REVit < 0
and users EVit − EVit−1 > 0). All of the response postings were segmented, and the top
100 negative emotion words were extracted. Negative emotions include (1) disgust, (2) fear,
(3) anxiety, (4) boredom, (5) guilt, (6) hopelessness, (7) sadness, and (8) anger.

In addition, we also assessed the use of pronouns, which are categorized by the use of
the first person and the second person, in positive and negative interactions.

2.6.2. Interactive Behavior

To facilitate the monitoring of user interaction behavior, the distribution of positive
and negative interactions over 24 h was investigated.

2.6.3. Characteristics of Susceptible Groups

Finally, in order to explore if different users have different susceptibility to emotional
contagion, we designed and calculated the user susceptibility index as follows:

SIpos =
Cimp

Cpos
and SIneg =

Cwor

Cneg

where SIpos is the positive susceptibility index, Cimp is the total number of weeks when users
REVit > 0 and EVit − EVit−1 > 0, Cpos is the total number of weeks when users REVit > 0.
SIneg is the negative susceptibility index, Cwor is the total number of weeks when users
REVit < 0 and EVit − EVit−1 <0, Cneg is the total number of weeks when users REVit < 0.
Users with SIpos > 0.85 or SIneg > 0.85 are considered as susceptible groups, while users
with probability SIpos < 0.15 or SIneg < 0.15 are considered as non-susceptible groups. This
threshold has been used to divide those that are highly and scarcely susceptible to emotional
contagion [59]. For example, if a user has been active in the community for 10 weeks, their
REVit > 0 in 5 weeks, and in 4 of these 5 weeks, their emotions have improved, then their
SIpos = 0.8. In addition, if the user’s REVit < 0 during the other 5 weeks, and in one of
these 5 weeks, their emotions worsened, then their SIneg = 0.2. Then, the user is considered
among both the positive susceptible group and negative non-susceptible group.
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We compared the community participation and demographic characteristics (gender)
of the susceptible and non-susceptible groups. The users’ community activity and span
time were defined, that is, the total number of posts and the duration of engagement
with the community. The Wilcoxon rank-sum and signed-rank test [60] was adopted to
determine whether there was a statistically significant difference in the distributions of
activity and span time between the two groups. Pearson’s chi-square test was used to
determine whether there was a statistically significant difference in gender distribution.

3. Results
3.1. Longitudinal Changes

After obtaining the longitudinal emotional changes for each user by emotion classifica-
tion and calculation, we clustered the longitudinal emotional changes for these users. The
K-means clustering results show that the optimal number of clusters is 2. The clustering
results and the proportion of each group are shown in Figure 2. In addition, we plotted the
mean and standard deviation of EV for each group at each period in Figure 2. Group 1,
with mild negative emotions, accounted for a small proportion of the sample users in the
community (23.13%). This group’s posts contained fewer negative emotions in the later
phase of their participation compared to the earlier period. Group 2, with more negative
emotions, accounted for 76.87%. During participation in the community, the emotions
of this group are relatively stable, and negative emotions tend to increase in the later
period. In other words, only a small number of sample users in the community improved
their emotions.
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Figure 2. Longitudinal emotional changes for sample users in the ODC. 

  

Figure 2. Longitudinal emotional changes for sample users in the ODC.

3.2. Emotional Contagion

The GEE regression models provide parameter estimates in the form of β-coefficients.
As shown in Table 1, the results suggest that the user’s emotion in the current week is
affected by the emotion received in the current week. In addition, the emotion received
in the previous week has no significant impact on the user’s emotion in the current week.
Therefore, it is evident that there is emotional contagion in the ODC and that it occurs on a
short time scale. To check for multicollinearity, we measured the variance inflation factor
for all variables. All variance inflation factors were far below the value of 2.5.
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Table 1. Results of generalized estimation equation for emotional contagion.

Dependent Variable:
Current User’s EV

Co-Eff S.E. p-Value

Current EV received 0.031 0.0101 0.001
Previous EV received −0.017 0.0098 0.087

Previous user’s EV 0.500 0.0250 0.000
Constant −0.248 0.0152 0.000

Note: EV—emotional value.

3.3. Elements of Emotional Contagion
3.3.1. Themes of Emotional Interaction Information

Figure 3 shows the probability of emotional interaction themes appearing in the replies.
As shown, the common emotional themes in positive interactions were hopefulness, like,
and praise. Replies that were more hopeful improved the recipient’s emotion. In negative
interactions, users expressed more sadness, hopelessness, and fear. Among them, replies
containing more hopelessness and fear were more likely to have a negative impact on the
recipient. In addition, we also counted pronoun use, categorized by person; the first person
was used more frequently in negative interactions, while the second person was used more
frequently in positive interactions.
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Figure 3. The themes of emotional interaction. Figure 3. The themes of emotional interaction.

3.3.2. Diurnal Pattern of Interaction

Figure 4 shows the diurnal pattern of positive and negative emotional interactions
of users in the community. The period from 22:00 to 02:00 was found to be the frequent
time for user interaction; during this period, positive interactions were more common than
negative interactions. Second, for the period from 11:00 to 22:00, user interaction was also
relatively active, and negative interactions were more frequent than positive interactions.
Therefore, interactions during these periods should also be considered.
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3.3.3. Characteristics of Susceptible Groups

Figure 5 shows the complementary cumulative distribution of the user’s positive and
negative susceptibility indices (SIs). As shown, users were more susceptible to positive
emotions; that is, positive emotions were easier to spread than negative emotions.
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We examined the online characteristics of susceptible and non-susceptible groups,
including gender, activity, and span time. As shown in Table 2, the activity of the susceptible
groups was generally higher than that of the non-susceptible groups. Users who posted and
interacted frequently in the community were more likely to be affected by emotions from
interactions, whether positive or negative. However, there was no significant difference in
community time span between the susceptible and non-susceptible groups. In addition,
the number of female users was three times that of male users. The results suggest that
there was no significant difference in gender distribution between the susceptible and non-
susceptible groups. The fact that no significant differences were found may be related to the
small size of our sample. Using the power analysis, in order to find significant differences
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with some probability (power = 0.8, sig. level = 0.05), it would require expanding the data
sample to at least 12 times the current size.

Table 2. Characteristics of the susceptible population.

Positive Emotional Contagion Negative Emotional Contagion

Susceptible
Groups: 320

Non-Susceptible
Groups: 603 p Susceptible

Groups: 278
Non-Susceptible

Groups: 1045 p

Gender 0.435 0.466
No. of males, n (%), 73, 22.81 153, 25.37 70, 25.18 239, 22.87

No. of females, n (%) 247, 77.19 450, 74.63 208, 74.82 806, 77.13
Activity <0.01 <0.01

Mean 157.55 131.91 221 154
Median 97 79 117 93
Loyalty 0.73 0.48
Mean 296.04 306.79 332 291

Median 205 202 212 205

Finally, based on the results of this study, a model of users’ online behavior was de-
signed to predict users’ emotional changes after interactions in ODC, as shown in Figure 6.
The model describes the likelihood that users with different levels of susceptibility will im-
prove or worsen their emotions after receiving different emotional messages. The purpose
of the model is to help community managers identify individuals who are affected by others’
negative emotions to intervene and assist the identified individuals in a timely manner.
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4. Discussion

This study examined emotional contagion in the ODC, including the three elements of
emotional contagion: themes of emotional interaction, diurnal pattern of interaction, and
characteristics of the susceptible group.

First, according to the emotional longitudinal change, we found that the sample users
of the community were mainly divided into two groups. One was the group with mild
negative emotions, which accounted for a small proportion of the sample users. This group
generally showed a trend toward emotional improvement during their participation in
ODC. The other group had considerable negative emotions; they comprised the main
sample users, showing a slight trend toward worsening negative emotions. This emotional
longitudinal change was different from results of previous studies based on online healthy
communities [33,35,36] that found that online interaction can improve depression and
anxiety. Our results showed that the impact of the ODC on users is complex and cannot
be generalized. The frequent expression of negative emotions in online communities was
associated with higher levels of depression symptoms [61–63]. Therefore, for the second
group that had considerable negative emotions, the trend of worsening emotions may be
accompanied by the aggravation of depression symptoms, which should be of concern to
community managers and support groups.

Second, after understanding the emotional changes of users in ODCs, we verified that
the emotions received by users in the interaction will have an impact on users’ emotions;
that is, there was evidence of emotional contagion in the community. Although studies
have shown that the suppression of emotional expressions backfires for depression and
accepting one’s feelings, even negative ones, is the key to psychological well-being [64],
online communities might be a platform that enables individuals to exchange their feelings
and thoughts. However, given the massive scale of social networks such as the ODC, even
small effects can have significant aggregated consequences. Frequent negative emotion
exchange in ODCs will expand the emergence and spread of negative emotions, which
is a potential risk. Therefore, community managers need to pay attention to negative
communication and their negative impact in ODCs. At the same time, in order to promote
the spread of positive emotions, the community should introduce more emotional support
groups to encourage community members to actively deal with the disease. In addition,
we found that emotional contagion exists on a short time scale, which requires managers
to take timely and continuous response measures.

Third, through the themes of emotional interaction and use of language in the process
of user interaction, we found that users pay more attention to interactive objects by using
the second person in the positive emotional interaction. The common emotional themes
in positive interactions were hopefulness, like, and praise. We believe that most of the
positive interactions are designed to provide emotional support. Previous studies have
shown that emotional support can help patients cope better with depression [53]. However,
emotional support can also be divided into many categories. Compared with like and
praise, emotional support with more hopefulness can have a more positive impact on users.
In addition, in negative interactions, users were more likely to express their feelings by
using the first person. Users expressed more sadness, hopelessness, and fear. Among
them, hopelessness and fear could significantly affect the emotions of the receiving users.
Previous studies have also shown that content that evokes high-arousal emotions (e.g., fear)
is more likely to spread than content that evokes low-arousal emotions (e.g., sadness) [65].
Communication with despair and fear often contain a lot of discussions about death and
suicide, which can convey wrong health concepts and behaviors in patients. Studies have
found that the more frequently users communicate with people with suicidal ideation,
the more likely that users would become suicidal [47]. Therefore, we should design a text
monitoring system based on the high-frequency emotional words related to hopelessness
and fear that we have collected. When such words appear in interactions, the support
group can be informed to facilitate a timely intervention.
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Fourth, in the diurnal pattern of user interaction, the period of frequent interaction
from 22:00 to 02:00 should be focused on for monitoring, as should the afternoon and
evening period of 11:00 to 22:00, in which users have relatively more negative interactions.
Intervening and helping users when they are most active would be more effective. In addi-
tion, users interact frequently at night, indicating that they may have insomnia problems,
so the help group should pay attention to the possibility of other complications.

Fifth, by calculating the SI, we found that positive emotions are easier to spread
than negative emotions. Therefore, encouraging positive interaction among users could
effectively improve the emotional state of the community. By defining and analyzing the
susceptible group characteristics, we found that groups susceptible to both positive and
negative emotions are more active users in the community. Such groups may be more
dependent on the community. Groups susceptible to negative emotions constitute the
main category of users that community managers need to pay attention to. Identifying
these groups and encouraging them to communicate with positive groups could effectively
prevent the spread of negative emotions.

In China, the scarcity of mental health services and resources leads to 90% of individu-
als with depression not being treated [45,66]. In addition, the influence of traditional culture
has deepened the stigma of mental illness, encouraging depressed people to hide their
depression in real life [67]. ODCs provide a platform for them to express their thoughts
and communicate with each other, as well as provide the opportunity to gain health-
related knowledge. However, our findings show that most users of ODCs do not improve
their depression during their participation. Long-term exposure to negative emotions in
the community may exacerbate levels of depression symptoms. ODCs, which gather a
large number of people with depression, are the best platform for implementing online
interventions at low cost and should be given high priority by mental health institutions
in China.

This study has some limitations that need to be addressed in future research. First,
we are not aware of whether users of ODC have depression. Further research is needed to
determine the depression levels of the users. In addition, additional personal information
about the users, such as their degree of depression, age, or education level, may affect the
level of emotional contagion. In the follow-up study, additional user information should
be obtained by means of scale and questionnaire surveys, which can be added to the model
variables. Finally, we only used data from a single ODC. In a follow-up study, additional
ODCs from more platforms will be included to expand our study sample size and verify
the research results.

Despite these shortcomings, this study provides evidence of emotional contagion in
ODCs. When positive emotional contagion occurred, the replies contained more hope-
fulness, and when negative emotional contagion occurred, the replies contained more
hopelessness and fear. Compared with negative emotions, positive emotions are easier
to spread, and people with higher activity were more susceptible. In addition, night time
was an active period for user interaction. These results can potentially help community
managers and support groups in taking measures to promote the spread of positive emo-
tions and reduce the incidence of negative emotions, responding to signs of distress in a
timely manner.
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